
Trofeo Italia 2016  Motorrad Cup – www.trofeoitalia.it

Categories:

- 600 evo and 1000 evo are opened to amateur riders and beginners.
- 600 expert  and 1000 expert  are opened to more experienced riders.
-  Motorrad Cup is reserved for riders on BMW S1000RR
- Interforces is reserved for members of the military and police forces

info and reservations: rikyvan@libero.it, info@mcracingterni.it

Phone: 0039.339.2051434

Round:

- June 12th -  Vallelunga  International Circuit
- August 28th – Mugello International Circuit
- September  18th -  Vallelunga  International Circuit
- October 16 th -  Misano World Circuit
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Info for  the riders:

The riders must pay the entry fee of EUR 400 for each round to the following account: 

Bank: Casse di Risparmio dell’Umbria;  
Iban: it34e0631514409100000000269;

Pilots can also sign up to the individual round.  The entry fee included  two tourns of qualifyng practise on
Saturday (20 minutes) and the race on Sunday (the number of  laps depends on the type of circuit). The
free practice sessions  take place on Fridays and they are paid by the pilot (the cost varies from circuit to
circuit, min 40 EUR max 50 Eur for 20 minutes each tourn).  The registration form must be sent by e-mail up
to 15 days before the race.  

To register for the race, the driver must produce (by e-mail) the following documents:
- Pilot licence issued by the motorcycle federation of the country of origin and its permit   
   to participate in competitions outside the country;

                            - Identity card or passport;
- receipt of bank transfer;

Accomodations (if the drivers  wants to take advantage of our offers must be confirmed 20 days before 
each round):

1) three nights in the hotel with breakfast and dinner (for each person) .... 360 euro.
2) three nights in the hotel with only breakfast (for each  person) ............. 240 euro.

-
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